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one of the major game mechanic changes introduced in metal
gear rising is the introduction of the shrapnel system. by
default, when a player gets a critical hit, it will result in

shrapnels flying off the main character and causing damage to
any nearby enemies. the enemies will automatically turn to

check for incoming attacks, so the player can actually have a
real chance of getting a hit on them. however, the enemies
will also be able to attack raiden if the player moves off the
screen, the enemy will have more moves than raiden, and
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they will also stop, meaning that the player can't simply run
off screen to avoid the attacks. this mechanic was introduced
to make the game feel more like metal gear and to prevent

players from simply killing enemies and getting away with it.
metal gear rising received generally positive reviews from

critics. the game received an aggregated review score of 89
out of 100 on metacritic. ign gave it an 8.5 saying, rising is a
welcome throwback to the glory days of the series, but it's
also a new, fresh take on the metal gear formula that still

manages to feel like part of the metal gear universe. game
informer gave it a 7.75 saying, rising is an extremely

enjoyable addition to the franchise. its spectacular graphics
are matched with the tight gameplay, perfect pacing, and

phenomenal writing. the game offers the most thrilling combat
experience since metal gear solid 4 and an amazing story that
goes far beyond what we've seen from the series to date. the

gameplay is absolutely phenomenal, and the thrill never
lessens until the finale. this is one of the best games of 2013.
[34] gamespot gave it a 7.8 saying, metal gear rising has an
intriguing premise, but a flawed experience. the game excels
in its visual execution, but the core gameplay just doesn't feel
as relevant to the modern metal gear series as it should. the
game's pacing is a bit off, as it feels as if it's trying to be too

many things at once. it really feels like the first game in a new,
completely different series. despite the many similarities in
structure, this new game just doesn't mesh together into a
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cohesive experience. it feels like a weak imitation of
something that was a massive success.

Metal Gear Rising Mod

sales of rising were disappointing for konami. it was only sold
250,000 copies in north america and europe combined,

making it the worst selling game in the metal gear franchise in
japan since metal gear solid 4 in 2010. according to the

director, hideo kojima, he wanted to make a metal gear rising
sequel, but konami said they didn't want to do it because it
would be too similar to the first title. he was also displeased
with the short length of the game as he thought it would've

been a good fit for the hd mgs series. release of ray's ending
was delayed until august 27, and it was released on august
31. however, the result of ray's battle was not made known

until september 23, when the full ending was revealed on the
official website. unlike previous metal gear titles, metal gear

rising did not have any references to previous titles in the
series. one of the few references is that the player is able to

choose if they want to read the game's story before entering.
although there are four main endings in the game, there is

also an additional ending to the game, which is available if the
player completes the game with all of the pre-set endings, or

completing all four main endings. like other games in the
metal gear series, metal gear rising was a highly controversial
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title. the game was criticized for being too similar to metal
gear solid 4: guns of the patriots, with many fans feeling that
the game did not live up to the hype. in addition, the game's

initial release was met with poor sales. the game was
eventually released for microsoft windows and the xbox 360 in

japan on november 24, 2013, and was released for the
playstation 3 in north america on march 25, 2014, and for the

xbox 360 and playstation 4 in europe on june 25, 2014.
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